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ABSTRACT _

MORTON, RA. and SPEED, M., 1998. Evaluation of shorelines and legal boundaries controlled by water levels on
sandy beaches. Journal of Coastal Research, 14(4),1373-1384. Royal Palm Beach (Florida), ISSN 0749-0208.

Integration of beach profiles and water-level measurements at three sites on a microtidal, wave-dominated coast
reveals that tide-gauge records systematically underestimate the actual elevations and horizontal positions that water
reaches on the beach as a result of wave runup. On low-gradient sandy beaches, natural morphologicalbeach features,
such as the erosional scarp and vegetation line accurately reflect the positions offrequent maximum high water levels
and the berm crest reflects the position of more frequent ordinary high water levels, whereas tide-gauge records
consistently predict lower maximum and average levels of beach flooding.

The discrepancies between predicted and actual water positions on the beach have important scientific and legal
implications. The scientific implications involve the need to map shoreline features that closely track the long-term
trends in beach movement, but are insensitive to short-term fluctuations in water level. Neither the instantaneous
high water line (wet beach-dry beach boundary) or the berm crest satisfy this requirement, and therefore, they are
not recommended for monitoring shoreline position either in the field or interpreted from aerial photographs unless
there is no reliable alternative. The legal implications pertain to land ownership and property boundaries in the
United States that currently are surveyed from tide-gauge records but were originally defined by common law on the
basis of high water levels that leave physical marks on the upland property. Because water levels are actually higher
on the beach than predicted by tide gauges, land surveys based on a tidal datum allocate more littoral property to
the upland owner than is justified by the physical facts or was intended by law. Consequently, the publicly-owned
state submerged lands encompass less of the beach than that area which is regularly flooded by marine water.

ADDITIONAL INDEX WORDS: Beach, tide gauge, water levels, legal boundary, shoreline changes, wave runup.

INTRODUCTION

The use of oceanic shorelines to establish legal bound

aries, construction setback lines, or flood hazard zones re

quires a high mapping standard that can only be achieved

with highly accurate analyses of changes in shoreline posi

tion. The keys to improved accuracy and reliability of shore

line predictions are (1) understanding the factors that con

trol beach morphology, (2) documenting short-term vari

ability in shoreline position at representative sites, and (3)

reducing the errors that are inherent in mapping and ana

lyzing changes in shoreline positions (MORTON, 1991). This

study addresses the issue of both long-term and short-term

fluctuations in shoreline position and the large error factor

(short-term variability in shoreline position) that currently

is present in many of the data sets used to predict future

shoreline positions.

For coastal scientists who are not land surveyors, the most

common shoreline proxy derived from aerial photographs is

the instantaneous high water line separating the wet beach

from the dry beach. However, more than two decades of beach

surveys and field observations have demonstrated clearly
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that the high water line mapped on aerial photographs is

highly dynamic and therefore is a less reliable indicator of

shoreline position than the base of the bluff, vegetation line,

erosional scarp, or other beach feature that is either unaf

fected or only nominally altered by short-term changes in wa

ter levels. Furthermore, development of relatively rapid, low

cost, highly accurate beach surveys using Global Positioning

System (GPS) now permit direct correlation between mapped

shorelines and field observations of the mapped features, per

haps minimizing the need for shoreline interpretations from

aerial photographs in many developed or accessible coastal

areas (MORTON et al., 1993).

Tide gauges are designed and constructed so that high fre

quency fluctuations in water level associated with wind-gen

erated and/or short-period waves are physically dampened or

eliminated. This process of mechanical filtering is accom

plished by small openings that restrict the volume of water

flowing into or draining out of the stilling well (EDWING,

1991). Because water level fluctuations associated with

waves are deliberately eliminated from tide gauge measure

ments, the gauge records are biased toward lower water lev

els than are actually observed on adjacent beaches (POPE,

1958; KRAus and HEILMAN, 1996).
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Figure 1. Locations of beach survey and profile sites on Galveston, Fo!

let s , a nd North Padr e Islands, Texas and loca t ions of nearest t ide ga uges

used to esta blish wat er levels and tidal datums on the beach.

Objective

One primary objective of this study was to document the

simultaneou s horizontal positions and eleva t ions of (1 ) mor

phol ogical features on the beach, (2) th e mean higher high

water (MHHW) lin e, (3) the observed ins tantaneous high-wa

ter lin e (including wave runup), a nd (4) th e predicted instan

taneous high-w ater line as determined by wate r level s re

cord ed at nearby tid e gauges operated by th e National Ocean

Service (Figu re 1). Another objective wa s to monitor the po

sit ion of MHHW so that seasonal movement of a t idal bound

ary could be established and related to bea ch profil es rou 

tinely measured by coastal geologists and enginee rs . Th e pur

pose of th is second task was to test the assertion by some

water-level exper ts and court docum ents th at th e mean high

water (MHW) lin e eithe r does not move or moves imp ercep

tibly during an 18.6 year tidal epoch (ROBERTS, 1960 ).

Numerous st udies have mon itored beach profiles for a year

or more (for exa mple SONO and VAN BEEK, 1971; WINANTet

al ., 1975; SMITH and ZARILLO, 1990; an d THOM a nd HALL,

1991 ). However, no prior study has simultaneou sly tracked

and analyzed th e movem ent of the vegetation lin e, berm

crest, instantan eous high water lin e, and mean high water

line, which are all used as the shore line proxy or a legal lit

toral boundary.

The primary objecti ves of this st udy were accomplished by

analyzing a data set of six beach profil es surveyed bi-we ekly

to monthly in 1995 and 1996 by the Texas Gen eral Land Of

fice. Th e detailed surveys were conducted at two site s within

Padre Isl and National Sea shore , and were correlated to the

tide gauge at Bob Hall Pier near Corpus Christi , Texas (Fig

ure I ), This one-year time series was supplem ented with two

sin gle-day surveys conducted on the Gulf beach es of Galves

ton Island and Foll ets Island that were corre la te d to th e

Pleasure Pier tide gauge at Galv eston, Texa s (Figu re 1).

Geologic Setting

Beaches of the Texas Gulf Coast are in a microtidal storm

dominated region that is constantly changing as a result of

active coastal processes directly linked to meteorological

events . Wind-driven wave s and curre nts are the most imp or

tant geological agents controlling sediment transport onto

and ofT of the Gulf beaches. Fa ir-weather Gulf waves in water

depths of 3 to 5 m are normally 30 to 60 ern high and have

periods of 2 to 6 sec (BRETSCHNEIDER, 1954; U.S. ARMY

CORPS OF ENGINEERS, 1983 ). Th e broad shallow continental

she lf bordering the Texas coas t causes deep-water swell in

th e Gulf to decompo se into th ese low, short-period waves . The

largest deep-water waves in the Gulf are as much as 22 m

hi gh and have periods of about 16 sec. These hurricane-gen 

erated waves br eak far from th e shore line because of th e

sha llow sh elf. The waves reform and repeatedly break, cre 

ati ng a wide surf zone encompassing as many as nine bands

of br eak ers that contribute to th e landward tran sfer of water

and eventual wave runup on th e beach.

In th e northern Gulf of Mexico, the direction and strengt h

of predominant winds are seasonally distributed and th e

wind s control the inundation of Gulf beaches several times

each year. During th e winter a nd ea rly spring, dramatic

changes in water level accomp an y the passage of cold fronts

(DAVIS and Fox, 1975). As masses of Arctic air move south

ward toward the coast preceding a cold front , low barometric

pressures and exceptionally strong onshore winds combine to

flood the Gul f beaches to the vegetation line. After the front

crosses the coast, wind directions reverse and st rong wind s

blow offshore, abruptly lowering water levels and greatly re

du cing wave energy in th e Gulf. During the winter , a cold

front pass es across the coast about every 10 to 12 day s.

Beaches are al so flooded in the mid to late summer when

tropical cyclon es ente r or are generated within th e Gulf of

Mexico. Highest sus ta ined wind speeds and water levels ac

compa ny tropical storms and majo r hurricanes, whi ch cros s

the coast about every 1.5 yea rs (HAYES, 1967 ).

Astronomical tides in the Gulf of Mexico are diurnal or

mixed and during a normal tid al cycle, water levels vary less

th an 66 ern between high and low tide (U.S. ARMY CORPS OF

ENGINEERS, 1983). The wind-induced changes in water level

are commonly larger than those cau sed by th e astronomical

tid es. Wind st ress coupl ed with chan ges in barometric pres

sure ofte n cause water level s on Gulf beaches to be raised or

lowered as much as one meter compared to the predicted as

tronomical tid es .

All th e beach es that were surveyed for this study are com

posed of well-sorted fine sand, and they all exhibit a well

develop ed berm crest during the constructional phases of sea

son al beach fluctuations . The field surveys in 1995-1996 for

this study were conducted on relatively st able beaches so the

data of seasonal fluctuations would not include a systematic

bia s related to long-term retreat or advancement of the

beach . East Beach of Galveston Island and the beaches of

North Padre Island have undergone short-term cycles of ad

va nce and retreat, but their long -term position has remained

relatively stable (PAINE and MORTON, 1989; MORTON, 1997 ).

Water level positions are also included for the surveyed beach
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on Follets Island, which has undergone long-term retreat at

average rates of about 1 m/yr (MORTON, 1997 ).

Erosional Scarps and Bluffs

Ero sional scarps and bluffs a re destructional features that

are located in the mid-b each or form an abrupt break in slope

at the landward limit of the backbea ch (Figure 2c ). Bluffs and

backbeach scarps norm ally represent th e long-t erm beach

morphology and th ey typically coincide with th e vegetat ion

line. In contrast , mid -beach sca r ps are ephe meral features

that a re excavate d during a rapid rise in water level when

waves approach th e shore at a high a ngle and generate

strong alongshore currents, or a mid -beach scarp ma y be con

structed when the forebeach gr adi ent is extre me ly steep such

as after a beach nourishmen t project . Backbeach scarps typ

ically gr ade into low dunes or wash over terraces (Figu re 2b),

wherea s mid -bea ch scarps generally pass later ally into high

berm cres ts (Figure 2a ).

low waves. Eventually th e low berm will increase its height

and merge with th e high berm or th e cycles of erosion and

partial recovery will be repeated. Wher e there are multiple

berm crests , the high est, most landward crest may be used

as the shore line mon itoring feature because it is more stable

and responds to events of lower frequ ency than the lower

berm crest. Later ally along th e beach, the berm crest may

become stee per and change to a mid-b each erosional scarp

(Figure 2c) or it may flatten, become indistinct, and grade

into a conca ve beach profile without a berm crest (F igure 2e).

aAb~52Oc

(d) Marsh

(I) Coastal structu res

(c) Erosional escarpment
...... -Vegetation line

'W%t. Base of scarp

(b) Washover terrace

~

Figure 2. Gene ra lized beach profiles illustrat ing typi cal beach morphol

ogies and associat ed shoreline features observed in the study area. Th e

profiles represent (a) sand beach with single and multiple berm crests ,

(b) sandy washover ter race over lying a mud beach, (c) erosiona l scarp, (d )

marsh vegetation line, (e) concave erosional sand beach without berm

cres t, and (I) common small-scale coas ta l structures.

SHOREliNE MONITORING FEATURES

Shoreline movement is documented by monitoring th e po

sitions of beach fea tures that are leading indicators of beach

movem ent. This means that the monitored feature should re

spond to changes in environm ental conditions but should not

be so sensit ive to fluctuations in local conditions that it gives

spurious results if monitored in th e field or on aer ial photo

graphs. Typical morphological features on sandy and gravel

beaches are the berm cre st, eros iona l scarp, veget ation lin e,

and crest of the washov er terrace (Figure 2). In the absence

of a mor e reliable morphological feature, the high water lin e

or wet-beach/dry-beach line ma y be used as th e shore line

proxy. Shoreline positions may also be defined by hard st ruc

tures or other artificial features that largely constrain th e

inland extent of high water.

Berm Crest

The berm crest (Figu re 2a ) is th e morphological feature

that separates the ste eper forebeach from the gentler sloping

backbeach. It is a depositional feature when constructed by

runup of normal wave s (gene rally summer conditions ) and a

destructional feature when eroded by waves at abnormally

high water levels (generally winter conditions). Th e berm

crest may be entirely eroded by high storm waves, tran sform

ing the beach into a broad, featureless surface th at slopes

seaward uniformly.

Some beaches have two berm crests: a high crest and a low

crest (Figure 2a ). Multiple berm crests are constructed by

erosion of the backbeach and subsequent deposition on the

forebeach by onshore migration of a sand bar and runup by

Vegetation Line

On beaches and in wetl ands, th e vegetation line (Figure

2a, 2c, 2d , 2e ) is a biological indicator of th e limits of regul ar

flooding by high water and th er efore it represents a nearly

ideal indic ator of shore line movement. Plants th at colonize

the dunes and backbeaches can tolerate salt spray but they

cannot survive if their roots are submerged in sa lt wate r for

pr olonged periods. The veget ati on line can be a more reliable

indicator of long-term shoreline movement th an th e high wa

ter lin e becau se it is not affected by short-term variations in

water level.

Two factors prevent the vegetation lin e from being an ideal

mapping boundary. First, the vegetation line is a biological

feature that responds to terrestrial environmental conditions

in addition to those oceanic condit ions that cont rol beach

morphology and shoreline position. For long periods (decades)

th e veget a tion line will naturally reflect beach movement,

but the vegetation line on sandy beaches can move indepen

dently of and in directions opposite to those of th e beach for

short periods (MORTON, 1974) . Second , the veget ation line is

not always a distinct, easily identifiable feature and it exhib

its alongshore irregularities in planform. On many stable or

ad van cing sand beaches, there are two vegetation boundaries

that can be mapped; a line of older den se vegetation that

spreads continuously inland, and a line of younger sparse

vegetation adjacent to the bare backbeach (MORTON, 1974 ).

Th e lin e of den se vegetation marks the most stable position

beyond which th e beach is typ ically unaffected by most storm

surges . Th e zone of sparse vegetation consists of low sa nd

mounds or dunes that have accumulated since the last major

storm but have not coalesced to form a more continuous ridge

J ournal of Coasta l Research, Vol. 14, No. 4, 1998
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RECORDED VERSUS ACTUAL WATER LEVElS

Table 1. Instantaneous maximum and average high water elevations and

distances compared to elevations and distances of beach features on East

Beach, Galveston Island January 27, 199.5. Distances are measured from

the vegetation line.

The instantaneous high water line observed in the field and

on aerial photographs has been described as closely approx

imating the position of mean high water (McBETH, 1956;

SHALOWITZ, 1964; STAFFORD, 1971 ). This assertion, which

has been perpetuated by coastal engineers and land survey

ors, was tested by simultaneously comparing water levels re

corded at tide gauges and water levels observed on nearby

beaches at three beach locations in Texas (Figure 1, Tables

1-4) . For this study, beach elevations and water levels sur

veyed by licensed land surveyors were available for only one

time at Follets Island and Galveston Island (Table 2), where

as six beach profile sites on North Padre Island were sur

veyed 18 times in a year to examine the temporal and spatial

variability in beach features. The six North Padre Island pro

file sites are within the Padre Island National Seashore.

They consist of two locations (SSI and SS2), about 1.6 km

apart, with three profiles 15 m apart at each location. The

position of the vegetation line at SSI is influenced by vehic

ular traffic and beach cleaning activities, whereas the beach

On some developed beaches, the most prominent shoreline

features are coastal structures erected parallel to the shore

(Figure 2f). Such structures include bulkheads, seawalls, and

revetments that are designed to protect the adjacent upland

property from flooding by high water and erosion by storm

waves. Coastal structures have variable lengths parallel to

the beach. Some structures are more than 15 km long where

as others may extend only the width of a single lot (25 m).

Because coastal structures are products of human interven

tion , they have discrete lateral limits and can be adjacent to

any other type of shoreline or shoreline feature .

Coastal structures such as seawalls and bulkheads do not

always indicate that the beach is eroding and they are com

monly constructed on stable or advancing beaches to prevent

storms from damaging upland property. In these situations,

the coastal structure is landward of the shoreline feature that

should be used for monitoring beach movement. On retreat

ing beaches, coastal structures form the shore and coincide

with the landward limit of annual flooding by high water.

Where beaches are highly erosional, coastal structures may

fail physically and the shore will continue to retreat, thus

establishing a new shoreline feature or another coastal struc

ture position for monitoring.

1.02* 39

0.36 * 61

1.50 0

1.20 36

Elevation (m) Distance (rn)Tidal Datum or Beach Feature

Coastal Structures

Vegetation lin e

Berm crest

Average of highest monthly water levels

0958-1986)

Mean higher high water line (MHHWl

* Galveston tide gauge measurement

Washover terraces (Figure 2b) are deposited where beaches

are highly erosional and adjacent ground elevations are lower

than the highest storm surges. The terraces are composed of

sand with or without high concentrations of shell and rock

fragments. Where they are present, the crest of the washover

terrace forms the highest beach elevation and is the best in

dicator of shoreline movement for these types of beaches. Ter

race crests can pass laterally into backbeach erosional scarps

(higher elevations) or marshes (lower elevations). During

storm washover, beach sand and shell are transferred on

shore burying adjacent marsh or upland vegetation and con

cealing the vegetation line until either the vegetation grows

through the washover deposit or new vegetation colonizes the

washover surface.

Crest of Washover Terrace

High Water Line

Some rapidly retreating beaches exhibit a concave upward

profile that lacks a distinct berm crest (Figure 2e) . The in

stantaneous high water line is commonly mapped on aerial

photographs as the shoreline proxy because it is easily iden

tified (STAFFORD, 1971; DOLAN and HAYDEN, 1983; LEATH

ERMAN, 1983: MORTON, 1991) and because there is an im

plied or assumed correlation between the instantaneous high

water line and the mean high water line . However, field sur

veys clearly show that the position of the high water line is

a function of beach morphology, water level, and wave char

acteristics immediately preceding the field observation or

photographic mission.

of vegetated dunes, or there may be a natural zonation in

plant assemblages such as sparse, relatively young vines and

grasses versus more mature woody vegetation.

The vegetation line is also subject to either deliberate or

unintentional manipulation and artificial stabilization. On

some developed beaches, position of the vegetation line is at

least partly controlled by property owners or beach scraping

activities. Property owners erect sand fences , plant dune

grasses, and engage in other activities that tend to encourage

the accumulation of sand and seaward advancement of the

vegetation line .

Artificial dunes have also been created in conjunction with

beach raking and scraping. Beach cleaning inadvertently

mixes some sand with the beach debris. To keep the sand on

the beach, piles of sand and trash commonly are pushed into

the backbeach where they become vegetated and act as low

dunes. Along some beach segments, the piles of sand and de

bris form a zone as much as 40 m wide, which represents an

artificial advancement of the vegetation line.

In wetlands, such as salt-water marshes, the vegetation

line is typically lower in elevation and seaward of the high

water line because the wetland plants require frequent flood

ing to survive. Despite this discrepancy between the shoreline

and the high water line, the marsh vegetation line is a good

indicator of shoreline movement.

Journal of Coastal Research , Vol. 14, No.4, 1998
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Table 2. Comparison ofelevations and horizontal distances between actual (HWa) and gauged (HWg) high water levels, and distan ces between the vegetation

line (VLJ and mean higher high water line (MHHW) on three Texas beaches.

:. Elevatio n :. Distance :. Distance

HWa-HWg HWa-HWg MHHW-VL

Location Date ( m ) ( rn ) ( rn ) Source

Follet s Is. 05-14-56 0.73 45.1 53.7 Pope (1958 )

Galveston Is. 01-27-95 0.59 18.0 6 1.0 D. Sh ine*

N. Pa dre Is. 08-16-951- 0.36 8.2 37.9 Texas General Land Office*

N. Pad re Is. 09-14-951- 0.19 8.1 36.0 Texas General Land Office*

N. Pa dre Is. 09-28-95i" 0.19 11.6 34.1 Texas Gen eral Land Office*

N. Pad re Is. 10-06-951- 0.30 6.0 38.5 Texas Genera l Land Office*

1- Aver age of six sites , from Tabl e 4

* Persona l communicat ion

at SS2 is in a natural area of th e park wh ere vehicula r traffic

and beach scraping are not all owed.

The land survey conducted on Follets Island in 1956 used

th e MHW line as th e legal boundary sepa ra t ing public lands

from pri vate property, whereas the MHHW line was used in

th e most recent surveys of Galveston and Nort h Padre Island

(Tables 1-4). The tid e range is so low in the western Gulf of

Mexico th at the eleva t ion difference between the MHW line

and the MHHW line is minor (-0.07 m ), Consequently, any

observations mad e regarding th e MHW and MHHW lines are

essenti a lly the same .

Galveston Island

Comparisons of physical features surveyed on East Beach

of Galveston Island in 1995 and water levels record ed at th e

nearby tid e ga uge at Galveston demonstrate th at th ere are

sign ificant differences in eleva t ion between th e vegetation

line, highest obse rved water on the beach , highest water re

corded at th e tide gauge, th e berm crest, and th e MHHW line

(Table 1, Figure 3). The berm crest is the physical manifes

tation of ordinary high water positions associate d with wave

runup, and yet th e mean elevat ion of th e high est monthly

tid es recorded at the Galveston gau ge for 29 years (1958

1986 ) plot s 0.2 m lower and 3 m seaward of the berm crest ,

and th e MHHW lin e plot s 0.84 m lower and 25 m se awa rd of

th e berm crest (Table 1, Figure 3). Th e MHHW legal bound

ary al so plots 1.14 m below and 61 m sea wa rd of th e vege

tation line, which is th e physical/bi ological marker of regul ar

beach inundation by marine water. Instantan eous high water

levels observ ed on East Beach and pr ojections of water levels

recorded at th e same time at th e t ide gauge have a difference

of 0.59 m elevat ion a nd a horiz ontal separa t ion of 18 m (Table

2). Th ese instantan eous difference s in water eleva t ion and

Table 3. Differences in vertical elevations between the mean higher high

water line (MHHWJ and the vegetation line on three Texas beaches.

position are simila r to the differences in elevat ion and dis

tance between the berm crest and MHHW lin e.

Each year on Gal veston Isl and, saltwater from the Gulf of

Mexico regularly floods th e backbeach and dunes to the veg

etation lin e. However, a 29 year plot of the maximum water

level record ed each month between 1958 and 1986 at th e Gal

veston tid e ga uge implies that the water only reached the

elevation of th e vegetation lin e briefly in 1961, 1971 , and

1983 (Figu re 4). Th ese three super-elevated water events

were associa ted with storm surge flooding during Hurricanes

Carla , Fern, a nd Alicia. The differences in elev ation between

the vegetation line and the max imum measured monthly wa

ter levels a lso indicate that th e tide ga uge underestimates

actual beach water levels by at least 0.5 to 0.75 m.

Follets Island

More th an forty yea rs ago, POPE (1958 ) presented tid e

gauge records a nd field data from Follet s Island (Figu re 1)

th at showed sign ifica nt differences between th e actual ele

vations and positions of water on the beach and those pre

dicted by tid e gauge measurements (Tables 2 and 3). A ten

year record (1946- 1956) of weekly high-water levels from the

Gal veston tid e ga uge suggeste d that the water never reached

the elevation of the vegetation line. Th ese predi ctions made

by a Federally maintained tid e gauge were clearly in error

despite the fact that surveyors and local residents observed

that the beach was entirely inundated to the vegetation line

seve ra l times eac h year .

Th e beach su rvey on Follet s Island showed th at the vertical

and horizontal difference between the act ual high water po

sit ion observed on the beach and the high-water position pre

dicted from th e t ide ga uge was 0.73 m and 45 m, respecti vely

(POPE, 1958; Table 2). At th e sa me location and at the sa me

time, th e difference in elevat ion between th e MHHW lin e a nd

the vegetation line was 1.1 m, and the horizontal displace

ment between th e MHHW lin e and the vegetatio n lin e was

53.7 m (Tables 2 and 3).

* Elevati ons appear to be about 1 III high

Veg. Line MHHW :. Elev.

Elev. ( rn ) Elevj rn l ImlLocation

Follet s Island " 2.50 1.40

Galveston Island 1.50 0.36

Nort h Padre Island 1.57 0.45

1.10

1.14

1.12

Source

Pope (1958)

D. Shine

Texas Gener al

Land Office

North Padre Island

On North Padre Island (Figure 1), th e va riability of wave

runup alongs hore at th e sa me time and at different times of

the year are captured in beach surveys at six different site s

and at four different times (Figu re 5, Table 4). Th e differ

ences in observ ed and record ed instantan eous high water el-

J ourn al of Coastal Research, Vol. 14, No. 4, 1998
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Table 4. Difference in horizontal distance and elevation between instantaneous high water levels observed (HWa) Oil North Padre lslond beaches and the

positions predicted at the same time from the Bob Hall Pier tide gauge (HWgi. Units of measurement are meters. Average..! distance is 8.5 m and average

..1 elevation is 0.26 m.

.l Distance HWa-HWg
Date SSl Base SSl North SSl South SS2 Base SS2 North SS2 South

8-16-95 9.06 8.27 9.82 7.78 5.70 8.69
9-14-95 8.91 14.46 4.42 10.52 8.05 2.47
9-28-95 13.57 7.53 9.58 14.21 13.02 11.74

10-06-95 7.93 5.49 7.14 5.61 4.88 4.73

.l Elevation HWa-HWg

8-16-95 0.33 0.33 0.45 0.34 0.40 0.32
9-14-95 0.22 0.13 0.14 0.18 0.19 0.26
9-28-95 0.18 0.17 0.23 0.16 0.21 0.17

10-06-95 0.27 0.35 0.32 0.29 0.28 0.29

shoreline mapping still assert that the instantaneous high

water line (wet beach-dry beach boundary) is a reasonable

proxy for shoreline position and imply that it is suitable for

long-term trend analysis of shoreline movement (DOLAN et

al., 1991; MORTON, 1991; CROWELL et al., 1993; THIELERand

DANFORTH, 1994; McBRIDE and BYRNES, 1995).

To test the ideas of stable and representative beach bound

aries, bi-weekly to monthly surveys at six sites on North Pa

dre Island were surveyed for a year to evaluate the temporal

and spatial variability in positions of the MHHW line, the

instantaneous high water line, the berm crest, and the veg

etation line. Results of the North Padre Island field surveys

(Figure 7) show two different trends in beach variability, one

of cyclical fluctuations (fall of 1995 through spring 1996) and

the other related to a systematic increase in subaerial sedi

ment volume and associated advancement of the beach (sum

mer 1996).

Of the beach features surveyed, the vegetation line is the

most stable observable boundary that is controlled by regular

flooding associated with high water levels. The minor land

ward shift of the vegetation line in the fall of 1995 (Figure 7)

was caused by a weak seasonal storm that locally increased

water levels and wave heights. The storm flooded the back

beach and deposited about 30 ern of sand at and slightly land

ward of the vegetation line. The vegetation line quickly re-
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In order to delineate the extent of marine and upland prop

erty, land owners and the courts have sought a seashore

property boundary that is simple to identify, that is stable in

position through time, and that is repeatable by different sur

veyors (LIPSCOMB, 1957). Coastal scientists understand that

the sea and adjacent sandy shores are not stable features,

and the position of any tidal datum (legal boundary) or geo

morphic feature changes position frequently as the beach re

sponds to changing environmental conditions. Unfortunately

some legal opinions are still made assuming that property

boundaries surveyed from tidal datums are stable and pre

dictable. Also, some recent reports pertaining to accurate

evations range from 0.13 to 0.45 m and average 0.26 m. For

these fine-grained sandy beaches the horizontal displacement

of the observed and predicted position of high water ranges

from 2.5 to 14.5 m and averages 8.5 m (Table 4). There is

considerable scatter in the data and generally they are dis

tributed throughout the range from 5 to 14 m (Figure 6).

Figure3. Beach profile at Galveston Islandshowing differences in water
levels observed on the beachcompared to the levels recorded at the Gal
veston Pleasure Pier tide gauge. Locations shown in Figure 1.

Figure 4. Maximum monthly water levels recorded at the Galveston
Pleasure Pier tide gauge from 1958 to 1986. Water actually reaches the
vegetation line (1.5 m elevation) several times each year.
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Figure 5. Beach profiles at North Padre Island Seashore 1 Baseline

showing for two different times the instantaneous differences in water

levels observed on the beach compared to the levels recorded at the Bob

Hall Pier tide gauge.

Figure 6. Plots of the horizontal distance between the actual position of

instantaneous high water on the beach at North Padre Island and the

position simultaneously predicted by the water level recorded at the Bob

Hall Pier tide gauge.
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traced back to the seminal court case of Borax Consolidated

Ltd. us. City ofLos Angeles tried in 1935 (MALONEY and Aus

NESS, 1975; COLE, 1997). This lawsuit established the use of

average water level recorded at a tide gauge for an 18.6 year

epoch as the accepted scientific method of determining a legal

littoral boundary in the United States. Those individuals who

claim that a surveyed shoreline is stable are confusing the

vertical tidal datum, which changes little during a tidal ep

och, with the horizontal intercept of the vertical datum on

the beach, which is completely free to advance or retreat de

pending on sediment supply and oceanic conditions.

Although these same experts recognize that the boundary

can change horizontal position due to accretion or erosion

over a period of years, they fail to recognize that these same

processes operate at much higher frequencies producing rap-

Figure 7. One year summary offtuctuations in the vegetation line, berm

crest, instantaneous high water line, and mean higher high water line at

Seashore 2 survey site on North Padre Island. Rapid and erratic move

ment of the mean higher high water line is shown.

1 ° t = = = \ - / = = = = = = = = = = = ~ ~ ~ : _ - 1

covered to its pre-storm position as the buried vegetation

grew through the washover deposit. The vegetation line re

mained in approximately the same position throughout most

of the year except for the minor retreat after the storm and

minor advance at the end of the second summer when the

entire beach at SS2 advanced (Figure 7l.

The instantaneous high water line and the berm crest are

the least stable beach features surveyed. Within a year at the

North Padre Island sites they migrated 40 and 50 m respec

tively. Movement of the instantaneous high water line and

the berm crest are closely correlated to cycles of beach aggra

dation and degradation (Figure 7). The berm crest is de

stroyed and the high water line penetrates farther inland af

ter high energy events and the berm crest rebuilds and forces

the high water line seaward during periods of beach aggra

dation and onshore bar migration. The instantaneous high

water line seldom coincides with the berm crest or with the

MHHW line. It usually is seaward of the berm crest but it

can also be landward of the berm crest when slowly rising

water floods the backbeach (spring tides) without completely

eroding the berm.

The MHHW line is slightly more stable than the berm crest

or the instantaneous high water line, but is substantially less

stable than the vegetation line in both the magnitude and

frequency of its fluctuations (Figure 7). Positions of the

MHHW line form an envelope about 20 m wide, and no two

consecutive surveys of the MHHW line were in the same po

sition. Furthermore, the MHHW line was not in the same

position at the beginning and at the end of the one-year mon

itoring period. The vegetation line, on the other hand, was

consistently in the same or similar position.

Some tidal boundary surveyors, lawyers, and water level

experts also assert that the long-term average positions of

tidal boundaries are stable and that they remain in essen

tially the same position for several years or a 19 year period

(LIPSCOMB, 1957; ROBERTS, 1960; WINTERS, 1960; C. THUR

LOW, personal communication, 1995). This assertion can be
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Figure 8. Ten-year evolution of an advancing beach on Follets Island.

Beach profile location shown on Figure 1.

Figure 9. Eight-year evolution of a retreating beach on West Beach, Gal

veston Island. Beach profile location shown on Figure 1.

id and perceptible changes in the seashore boundary (Figure

7).

Topographic profiles from Follets Island and Galveston Is

land that span nearly a decade, illustrate that any legal

boundary projected on the beach surface is directly linked to

the long-term systematic movement of the beach (Figures 8

and 9). Beaches composed of mobile sediment, even those few

that occupy the same average position over long periods of

time, vary in horizontal position as a result of changing oce

anic conditions (wave energy and angle of approach, water

level fluctuations, changes in sediment supply).

DISCUSSION

Field surveys of the instantaneous high water position and

water levels simultaneously recorded at the nearest tide

gauge show that the recorded water levels are consistently

lower than the actual elevations of high water on the beach.

The horizontal offset between water levels recorded at a tide

gauge and those measured on nearby beaches is directly re

lated to wave runup, which is controlled by the shape and

steepness of the beach as well as its composition and the de

gree of water saturation (NIELSEN and HANSLOW, 1991).

Wave conditions and tidal stage can also influence the mag

nitude of wave runup.

Horizontal runup of waves was greatest at the Follets Is

land beach site and least at the North Padre Island beach

sites (Table 2) because elevations are generally lower and the

berm crest is less well developed on Follets Island compared

to North Padre Island.

The instantaneous positions of the berm crest, high water

line, and the MHHW line are controlled by beach morphology,

water level, and wave characteristics immediately preceding

the field surveys. In contrast, the vegetation line is much less

sensitive to high frequency (daily, weekly, monthly) fluctua

tions in beach shape, and it responds to lower frequency

changes in beach sediment volume. The elevation and hori

zontal position of the vegetation line are not constant, but

the variability of its position is minor during annual changes

in beach morphology. The MHHW elevation is constant, but

the fluctuations in horizontal position of the MHHW are

much greater than those of the vegetation line and they are

not as predictable as those of the vegetation line.

The vegetation line occupies one of two positions; its nor

mal spring and summer advanced position and a post-storm

recessed position that is established after a high water event

floods the backbeach and either deposits sand on the existing

vegetation or erodes to a sufficient depth that the vegetation,

including the roots, is entirely removed. Recovery of the veg

etation line to the advanced position is more rapid after buri

al but slow after the root system has been destroyed by ero

sion (MORTON and PAINE, 1985).

The detailed time series data from North Padre Island

show that the MHHW line is not a stable property boundary

and it can move 10 to 15 meters in a few weeks (Figure 7).

The data also show that the trends of the seasonal fluctua

tions are similar at all profiles, but there is intersite vari

ability in the magnitudes of the changes due to beach dynam

ics and minor variations in beach shape, such as the positions

of beach cusps at the time of the survey.

SCIENTIFIC AND LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

Shoreline Mapping

Since the concept of monitoring shorelines from aerial

photographs was first proposed, there has been an ongoing

debate regarding the most appropriate proxy for shoreline

position along coasts where beach morphologies are diverse.

The wet beach/dry beach boundary, also referred to as the

instantaneous high water line, has been widely accepted as

the reference feature for mapping shorelines (STAFFORD,

1971; DOLAN and HAYDEN, 1983; LEATHERMAN, 1983; SMITH

and ZARILLO, 1990; BYRNES et al., 1991; DOLAN et al., 1991;

MORTON, 1991; CROWELL et at.., 1993, THIELER and

DANFORTH, 1994; McBRIDE and BYRNES, 1995). The wet

beach/dry beach boundary was adequate for a first

approximation of shoreline movement and before our present

understanding that the instantaneous high water line is an
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unstable feature that moves frequently throughout the year

(Figure 7). However, the lack of agreement between the

instantaneous high water line, berm crest, or MHHW, and

the large variability associated with the instantaneous high

water line make it unsuitable for future monitoring of beach

movement.

For shores composed of erodable material, the stability of

shoreline features increases landward and the frequency of

movement of a shoreline feature increases seaward.

Consequently, the vegetation line, crest of washover terrace,

erosional scarp, or bluff toe are more stable than the berm

crest or the instantaneous high water line. However,

redefining the shoreline as the erosional scarp, vegetation

line, or crest of the washover terrace instead of the

instantaneous high water line or berm crest may result in a

landward shift of the mapped shoreline feature and an

apparent change in the rate of movement for the period that

includes the redefined shoreline. The magnitude of the

discrepancy and apparent shift in shoreline position

attributed to redefinition is the ground distance between the

newly defined and previously defined features.

In some coastal regions, aerial photographic missions are

commonly flown in the winter after a cold front passes the

coast because then the atmosphere is clear and there are no

clouds to block the view of the camera. Preceding passage of

a cold front is also the time when low barometric pressure

and strong onshore winds typically cause abnormally high

water and flooding of the backbeach. Under these conditions

the high water line depicted on aerial photographs

corresponds to the vegetation line, erosional scarp, or other

backbeach feature regardless of whether the forebeach

morphology is characterized by a convex profile with a berm

crest or a concave profile without a berm crest. Beach

observations during the past 25 years clearly demonstrate

that (1) the instantaneous high water line responds to high

frequency events and therefore does not have any particular

physical significance regarding long-term shoreline

movement, and (2) the lateral mobility of the high water line

results in noisy data sets and may be responsible for

apparent cycles of shoreline advance and retreat that are

only a function of sequential differences in water levels and

not actual changes in beach sediment volume (MORTON,

1991).

It has been suggested that the effects of water level

variability on regional mapping of coastal boundaries can be

minimized by coordinating aerial photographic missions with

water levels recorded at the nearest tide gauge. Proponents

of this technique assert that the shoreline is marked by the

water at a particular tidal datum, such as mean high water,

but they acknowledge that wave runup will cause water

levels to be higher than predicted by the gauge (L. LAPINE,

National Geodetic Service, personal communication, 1997).

Accurate prediction of future shoreline positions depends

primarily on reducing the extraneous variability that

currently is in many of the older long-term data sets of

shoreline positions. A key to improving predictions is

understanding the variability, eliminating it if possible, or

reducing its influence, especially in future measurements.

Several studies have examined the physical sources of

intrinsic shoreline variability present in most measurements

of shoreline position. SMITH and ZARILLO (1990) and DOLAN

et al. (1991), among others, have identified several sources of

short-term temporal variability in shoreline positions derived

from beach surveys and aerial photographs. Short-term

variability in shoreline position is attributed to frequent

fluctuations in water levels such as wave swash, seasonal

fluctuations in beach morphology, annual tidal harmonics,

and storm elevated water.

There are at least three primary sources of variability in

shoreline position that currently are not differentiated in

most data sets used to calculate rates of change and to predict

future shoreline positions. Large scale, high-frequency

fluctuations of the instantaneous high water line or berm

crest (Figure 7) probably represent the largest source of

variability in most data sets, especially those derived from

aerial photographs. These random fluctuations in shoreline

position can be eliminated by monitoring a more stable beach

feature such as the vegetation line, base of dunes, base of

bluff, or erosional scarp. In data sets that incorporate

immediate post-storm shoreline positions, a source of large

scale, low frequency variability is the rapid recession of the

shore caused by the storm, and slow advancement of the

shoreline either by natural processes or as a result of

artificial activities (bulldozing, beach replenishment, sand

fences). Although the maximum observed magnitude of

shoreline retreat associated with a storm is important

information for hazards management, it should not be

included in the data sets that are used to predict long-term

trends and rates of shoreline movement because the bias is

so great it may mask the true trend of shoreline movement.

A third source of shoreline variability is the cyclical change

in shoreline position associated with fluctuations in sediment

supply. This variability represents real advances and retreats

of the shoreline that are common near tidal inlets, shoals,

and other geologic features where impoundment and release

of sediments is episodic but the trends are not predictable in

terms of volume or duration.

Boundary Determination

Location of the shoreline, or boundary between state-owned

submerged land and upland property, has been complicated

in recent decades by various rulings of the courts and the

introduction of tide gauge measurements as a basis for de

termining the average and highest water levels reached on

the beach. Prior to the widespread use of tide gauges for oce

anic boundary determinations, land surveyors routinely used

morphological features and field evidence (drift lines,

changes in surface gradient, vegetation) to establish the po

sition where a shore was regularly inundated, which by corn

mon law is the boundary separating public and private prop

erty. In a landmark decision in the United States (Borax Con

solidated Ltd. us. City ofLos Angeles), tide gauge records were

established as a simple, mathematically precise, and reliable

source of data that could be used by land surveyors to predict

where water would regularly inundate the beach, and thus

to determine the position of the land boundary and associated

property rights.
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Figure 10. Simultaneous distances between the mean higher high water

line and the berm crest at each of the six beach profile sites on North

Padre Island. The one-year plot represents the differences between av

erage ordinary high water levels marked by a physical feature on the

beach (berm crest) and the statistical mean of the higher high water lev

els recorded at the nearest tide gauge.

Figure 11. Simultaneous distances between the mean higher high water

line and the vegetation line at each of the six beach profile sites on North

Padre Island. The one-year plot represents the differences between the

limit of regular beach flooding by the highest water levels marked by a

physical feature on the beach (vegetation line) and the statistical mean

of the higher high water levels recorded at the nearest tide gauge.

Beach profiles and water level data from the Texas coast

provide three independent estimates of the difference be

tween water levels observed on the beach and those predicted

from tide gauges. One estimate is provided by the distance

of instantaneous wave runup, which ranges from 2.5 to 45 m

(Tables 2 and 4). These values, like many other instantane

ous measurements in a times series, exhibit high variability

that is difficult to evaluate. In physical terms the variability

is associated with wave climate, tidal phase and stage, and

beach morphology.

Another method of estimating the horizontal difference be

tween predicted and actual high water levels is to compare

the distance between the MHHW line and the berm crest.

This method correlates the mathematical long-term average

of highest daily water levels on the beach (tide gauge records)

with a physical beach feature that also is a product of daily

high water levels. Horizontal distances between the MHHW

line and the berm crest on North Padre Island range from 3

to 49 m (Figure 10), which is similar to the range for instan

taneous wave runup. Horizontal distances between the

MHHW line and the berm crest are controlled by beach mor

phology. The greatest separation occurs when the berm crest

is recessed or eliminated (broad flat beach) after a high wave

energy event erodes the beach and the berm crest is an ero

sional feature located in what is normally the backbeach. Pre

dicted and actual ordinary high water levels agree closely

only when the beach is gaining sand volume, the berm crest

is well defined, and the forebeach is relatively steep. Those

periods of optimum agreement (least difference in horizontal

offset) occur during periods of bar building and beach recov

ery as the beach advances seaward and the berm elevation

is lowered, or when the beach width is fully developed, such

as during summer conditions (compare Figures 7 and 10).

The effects tide gauge records have on water level bound

aries can also be evaluated by examining the differences in

elevation and distance between maximum annual beach

flooding, defined by the vegetation line, and the MHHW line.

The differences in elevation between MHHW and the vege

tation line at all three beach survey sites in Texas are nearly

identical (Table 3). This means that backbeach flooding to a

height of about 1 meter above MHHW is common on these

low gradient sand beaches. Most of the beach profile data for

one year from North Padre Island show that the MHHW line

is between 30 and 45 m seaward of the vegetation line (Fig

ure 11, Table 2), whereas the instantaneous measurements

between the vegetation line and the MHHW line at Follets

and Galveston Islands are somewhat greater, 54 and 61 m

respectively (Table 2). Perhaps a better comparison for the

beach at Galveston Island is the 39 m horizontal separation

between the vegetation line and the position of the 29 year

average position of highest monthly water levels (Table 1).

Establishment by the courts of tidal datums as the legal

method for determining property lines in the littoral zone in

troduced an arbitrary boundary in the middle of the ocean

front beach that does not coincide with any diagnostic phys

ical feature and therefore can only be determined by a land

surveyor. More important to land ownership is the fact that

water actually floods farther inland than predicted by the

tide gauge as a result of the combined tidal, wave, and me

teorological forces. Systematic underestimation of water lev

els on beaches by tide gauges leads to a property boundary

position that incorrectly increases the area of beach claimed

by the upland owners while proportionally reducing the area

of adjacent submerged land owned by the state. If the aver

age difference between predicted and actual maximum beach

flooding each year is about 40 m (Figure 11, Tables 1 and 2),

then this is equivalent to a loss of state-owned property of

approximately 4 hectares per kilometer of beach. Even if a

more conservative estimate of 10 m between actual and pre

dicted water levels is used, this still translates to 1 hectare

per kilometer of beach or approximately 590 hectares for the

entire Texas Gulf shoreline.
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Systematic seasonal fluctuations of sandy beach profiles

are predictable if sufficient data are available for morpholog

ical or statistical analysis (SaND and VAN BEEK, 1970; WIN

ANT et al., 1975 among others). Knowledge of seasonal

changes in beach morphology can be used to minimize or

maximize the area of a tract of land delineated by a littoral

boundary. In Florida, a court ruling recognized that seasonal

beach changes are predictable and consequently a surveyed

property boundary is controlled by the width of the beach.

The court determined that the most landward (winter) posi

tion of the mean high water line was consistent with the pub

lic trust doctrine of land ownership (COLE, 1997). The am

bulatory nature of a littoral property boundary can be mini

mized by establishing the seasonal range of beach widths and

elevations and determining when the property surveys

should be conducted within the cycle of morphological

changes.

CONCLUSIONS

(1) Tide gauges systematically underestimate the position of

high water on sandy beaches because the tide gauges are de

signed to eliminate high-frequency fluctuations in water level

and they do not account for the horizontal runup of breaking

waves.

(2) The horizontal offset between water levels recorded at a

tide gauge and those measured on nearby beaches is directly

related to the wave characteristics, the shape and steepness

of the beach as well as its composi tion and the degree of wa

ter saturation.

(3) The discrepancies between measured and actual water

levels is greatest on low gradient sandy beaches along a mi

crotidal-wave dominated coast such as the Gulf of Mexico. In

these microtidal settings, the MHHW line consistently plots

in the middle of the wet beach and far seaward of the berm

crest.

(4) The wet beach-dry beach boundary commonly mapped on

aerial photographs as the shoreline is an ephemeral non-mor

phological feature that undergoes large-scale high-frequency

fluctuations. Consequently it should not be used to delineate

the shoreline or to predict future shoreline stability. Despite

widespread use of the wet beach-dry beach boundary in the

past, accuracy of data sets and future predictions can be im

proved by monitoring morphological features that are linked

to the long-term movement of the beach, but are relatively

insensitive to high frequency fluctuations in water level.

(5) In the examples from Texas, the strip of beach above the

level of MHHW that is regularly inundated by marine water

(state-owned submerged land by definition), but is surveyed

as private property, ranges from 1 to 4 hectares per kilometer

of coast, depending on whether the strip is measured from

the MHHW line to the berm crest or to the vegetation line.

(6) The seasonal cyclity of beach changes could result in a

systematic bias in the position of the legal boundary depend

ing on whether surveys were conducted during the winter or

summer. Surveys conducted in the late summer would tend

to minimize the ambulatory nature of the MHHW boundary,

but they would favor the upland property owner in terms of

land area.
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